
Welcome to a secured 
Digital Asset Swap Yield Provider

Presentation

© Blockshield 2021

Blockshield, focused on the idea to provide a stable and secure  gateway 

for your business in digital asset custodial management. OTC  and financial 

services all covered by our professional team 

blockshield.finance
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Blockshield is a Growing Asset Protocol Ecosystem

1000 Crypto Traders

10 000 Growing 

Worldwide Comminity

50 Crypto Funds

KYC / AML 

Policy

Recognized  

Exchange Status

5 Business Angels 1 1 Family Office

Security 

Resistance

2 VC Funds

FATF

Countries of Presence
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Intro

In 2017 the world financial markets entered the digital currencies. 

The financial world became a global secured  payment method.

In 2021 BTC and many other cryptocurrencies Financial impact 

of cryptocurrencies reached up 3 Thrillions USD, and it’s just growing.

Our company proud to say that we saw market growth from the beginning, 

and now  we have exclusive experience in financial, banking, and digital currencies, 

that can help many institutionals to find an entry position. 

We are happy to explain the main keypoints of our business, and would love  

to open the partnerships for your digital currency expansion.
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Blockshield Services

BUY Onramp                +170 countries

The revolutionary way to buy crypto. Ramp is a powerful platform aiming   

to give everyone  the easiest way to buy crypto. Our Ramp offers  traditional 

ways to buy crypto, including card purchases, Apple Pay, manual  bank  

transfers, and various local payment open banking methods.

YIELD % Pools in Stake Custody

 

Blockshield staking pool allows multiple stakeholders   

(or bagholders) to combine their computational resources 

as a way to increase their chances of being rewarded.   

In other words, they unite their staking power in the process   

of verifying and validating new blocks, so they have a higher  

probability of earning the block rewards.

DEFI SWAP

A community of compliant DEFI-Finance investors based   

platform with Ethereum blockchain smart contract core   

feature all the scenarios of interaction between participants  

are written in. High income and a payment of profits.

OTC Trading Desk

We offer high volume transactions in OTC format and reliable protection 

for  the movement of large amounts of clients’ funds by fully complying with  

all requirements for KYC / AML procedures, we created in partnerships with  

selected  custody services in the world — These transactions are available 

across the globe to verified Blockshield customers, without location   

restrictions, 24/7.
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BUY Onramp

OPEN Banking to buy Crypto

In selected countries, we provide our  

best  payment method — Easy bank transfer.

It is far more convenient than other options  

and cheaper than other fast methods

like card transactions.

Card Payments

 

We currently support debit cards issued

by major banks across the world. We do not  

support prepaid cards, nor credit cards;   

however, this may change in the future.

Manual Bank Transfer 

 

We currently support SEPA and Faster   

payments manual bank transfers. This method  

is less convenient and slower than the other  

methods, but definitely the cheapest one.
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How it works?

GBP Transactions 

Up to 2 minutes

Transactions made typically settle in seconds. 

If you care about speed, always choose Easy bank payments (GBP), or card payments if your banks don’t  

yet support Easy payments. Manual bank transfers take longer and can only settle during working hours.

EUR Transactions  

 

From 10-20 minutes up to one working day.

Payments made on Friday evening and on the weekend  

will be processed on the next working day.

Card Payments  

Open Banking

Up to 5 minutes

Automated transactions
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Manual Bank Transfers / Manual Transactions

Anything from 10-20 minutes up to one working day Bank  payments 

(EUR) in the Single Euro Payments Area are settled in  sessions — there 

are 5-6 sessions during e day, but not all banks  use all sessions for 

payment processing.

Usually, payments made before 12:00 noon are settled on the same  day, 

while payments sent in the late afternoon or evening will settle  on the 

next working day. Payments made on the weekend will be  processed 

on the next working day or D+2.

The speed of payment processing depends on the bank which sends  

the payment. There are banks that are processing SEPA transfers  as 

cross border with a value date D+2, i.e. two full working days.

There is one exception to this — if the payment is made to the same bank 

you use, you may experience instant settlement. This is an exception, 

not a rule.

Please keep in mind that settlement times provided above are just an 

estimate based on our current experience and sometimes may be 

significantly longer due to circumstances beyond our control.

How it works?
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FEES

1.99%  
Per transactions greater than € 2500  

(0.99% on € 2500, then 0.49% on additional amount)

2.49%  
Per transactions up to € 2500

Manual Transfer Transactions

3.2% 
Per transactions greater than € 2500  

(1.99% on € 2500, then 1.49% on additional amount)

2.69%  
Per transactions up to € 2500

Easy Transfer Transactions

3.2%  
The minimum fee per transaction is € 3.49

Debit Card Transactions 

Many on-ramps hide their fees  

by offering bad rates. 

Some of them even  

offer «free» service.

Ramp offers the best rates  

and honest, low fees.
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Possibilities

ON Ramp is available in 170+ countries and territories. We also apply an 

additional network processing fee to cover blockchain transaction costs. 

This fee profits the miners/validators, not Ramp.

Users can purchase the following crypto assets:

Global United States

BTC 

ETH 

USDT 

USDC 

DAI 

xDAI 

DOT 

KSM 

CELO 

CUSD 

BCH 

XLM 

LTC 

EGLD

BTC

ETH

USDC

USDT 

DAI 

BCH 

XLM 

LTC

We are currently working on adding more new assets, 

but we are very selective as adding them is a big investment. 

If you think some asset may be a good fit for Ramp, 

please let us know!

And many more are coming as well! 

Interested in listing your token? 

Shoot us an email at listing@blockshield.finance
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Advantages

You can track a transaction process second by second

Most transactions done via ON Ramp settle in seconds, not hours.  

But some payment methods such as manual bank transfers can take 

longer. If you need to check the status of your transaction, you can do 

it by looking at the transaction summary page.

You can get the link to your transaction summary at the end of the  

transaction process. You will also receive an e-mail with transaction  

details linked to your purchase receipt.

There is no way to change or cancel your transaction

Once the transaction is initiated and the swap is created, it should not be 

changed or cancelled. Once the transaction is paid for, it is irrevocable and 

irreversible. All this is happening on the blockchain and such transactions 

are final by their very nature.

As long as the transaction has not been paid for, you can just abandon it and 

create a new one, but your access to ON Ramp can get restricted if you do 

that notoriously.
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OTC Business

We offer high volume transactions in OTC format and reliable protection  

for the movement of large amounts of clients’ funds by fully complying  

with all requirements for KYB / AML procedures, created in partnership  

with one of the best custody services in the world — These transactions  

are available across the globe to verified Blockshield customers, without

location restrictions, 24x7. A first-class team of managers from major  

banking and financial institutions will select the best deals with the best  

terms for you. They will provide you with a complete picture of the market  

situation that you can leverage and profit from.

Buyers Sellers

Digital Asset Service Blockshield Digital Asset Service Blockshield

Conducting Large Bitcoin Buy / Sell Deals

Price Change Protection

Custody Protection

Conducting Seamless & Hassle  
— free international transactions

Best Price Guarantee
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Blockshields staking pool allows multiple stakeholders  (or hodlers) 

to combine their assets and fund resources as  a way to increase 

their chances of being rewarded. In other words,  increase your 

yield and in the process of validating crypto coins on blocks, so 

they have a higher probability of earning  gains for rewards.

An Ethereum 2.0 staking pool lets you stake virtually any  amount 

of ETH by joining forces with other stakers.

% Pools & Stake Custody
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A community of compliant DeFi-Finance investors based platform with Ethereum blockchain 

smart contract core feature all the scenarios of interaction between participants are written in.  

High income and a payment of profits.

DeFi Marketplace

The main functionality Technology Stack:

The choice of an investment amount

Blockchains — Ethereum (ETH) (BTC) major digital assets

Yield investment plans

(Scenarios)

Automatic transaction formation

Secure login 

(Metamask, DAPP, Keystore file, user’s personal wallet)

Short terms of investment High incomes

Automatic payments Referral system
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Company Mission & Overview

Cashless Society – Unbanked Region – Decentralise Frameworks  

Accessibility 

Access de-finance to the unbanked

Mission Statement

Governance 

Provide next-generation, on-chain voting community

Insurance 

Protect community funds and provide peace 

of mind on your asstets

Profitability 

Reward Yield long-term stakeholders
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Company Mission & Overview

Accessibility

FAG’s emission schedule was purposefully designed for 

a much longer period, allowing for multiple staking asset   

options and pools in order to reach the broader  community. 

 With an easy-to-use user interface and  detailed instructions, 

FAG is designed with accessibility  and user experience in 

mind.

Insurance

An insurance treasury through contributions of the FAG team and 

community funds will be used to engage  and integrate an insurance 

protocol, to further reduce risk  on behalf of all FAG stakeholders.

Governance

FAG enables access to a sleeker and more effective on-chain   

voting model that introduces flexible voting parameters.  

The governance model is first of its kind and allows for free of 

cost and publicly verifiable votes by FAG holders. Additionally,   

the model incentivizes FAG holders with vETH and vUSD to cover  

gas costs. The platform will continue to evolve through community   

participation to best serve its interests.

Profitability

FAG will utilize flexible and optimized vault strategies that  

support small caps tokens/coins. Vault strategies developed by 

the team will always be delivered without fees, leaving it to FAG 

Holders to decide on appropriate parameters. Alongside the  

value vaults, FAGalue will provide an optimized aggregator 

that ensures the best possible price/liquidity for trading  

FAG. All profit from the aggregator will be distributed to FAG 

Holders.
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In trusted Cooperation with
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Team members — Angels

Firoze Khan

Co founder’s 

 
10 years of e-money, payments partnership, the commercial,  

operational experience inspired across multiple touchpoints digital, 

blockchain, mobile, SAAS solutions, leading project, product  

management development services teams, delivery of multiple  

complex projects across mobile payment.

Simone Domenico Casadei Bernardi NED 

Advisor  Partner Manager

 
I’m co-founder  of Blockchain ConsultUs , which provides 

pan-European legal, compliance, and strategy advice to  

implement Blockchain in our customers’ businesses.  

I’m in charge of legal / compliance supervision  

of the projects we’re involved in.

Evette Biyouga 

Compliance

 
LLB with the Tallinn University, she’s currently completing 

her Master’s Degree in Law with the Tallinn University of 

Technology. Compliance, AML. KYB. KYC.  

Andre van Veen  

COO Enterprenuer 

 
Founder of prepaid wizard, over 15 years of Mobile Telecoms.

Paul Bester  

CTO

 
10 years of Tech IT based in South Africa, manages all  

systems and keep check. Process and application builds.

Maria Jordaan  

Head of Marketing

 
ALL things marketing across.-

David Lolaev

Head of Marketing

 
Blockchain & Crypto Advisor, Business Development and Sales Expert.

Rudolph Goldenberg

Creative Lead

 
Creative Lead specialized in the Crypto & Blockchain market.
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